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Abstract
In this paper we present a Hungarian sentiment corpus manually annotated at aspect level. Our corpus consists of Hungarian opinion
texts written about different types of products. The main aim of creating the corpus was to produce an appropriate database providing
possibilities for developing text mining software tools. The corpus is a unique Hungarian database: to the best of our knowledge, no
digitized Hungarian sentiment corpus that is annotated on the level of fragments and targets has been made so far. In addition, many
language elements of the corpus, relevant from the point of view of sentiment analysis, got distinct types of tags in the annotation. In
this paper, on the one hand, we present the method of annotation, and we discuss the difficulties concerning text annotation process. On
the other hand, we provide some quantitative and qualitative data on the corpus. We conclude with a description of the applicability of
the corpus.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we present a Hungarian sentiment corpus man-
ually annotated at the aspect level. First, we describe the
method of annotation, and discuss the difficulties concern-
ing text annotation process. Later, we present some quanti-
tative and qualitative data on the corpus.
Opinions have essential influence on almost all human ac-
tivities and behaviors (Liu, 2012). This is not only true
for individuals but also true for organizations. For this rea-
son, in recent years, sentiment analysis (also called opinion
mining) is widely studied in data mining, web mining, and
text mining. Since the early 2000s, sentiment analysis has
grown to be one of the most active research areas in nat-
ural language processing (Liu, 2012). At the same time,
in contrast to the international research, sentiment analysis
of texts written in Hungarian has so far attracted less at-
tention (Berend and Farkas, 2008; Miha´ltz, 2010; Hangya
et al., 2015). As for Hungarian databases, to the best of
our knowledge, only one Hungarian sentiment corpus has
been made so far, the OpinHuBank corpus (Miha´ltz, 2013).
However, this corpus does not contain deep sentiment an-
notation (Szabo´ and Vincze, 2015), therefore it can be used
for linguistic research and NLP purposes only in a limited
way.
Based on the above, we decided to create a Hungarian sen-
timent corpus, annotated manually at the level of fragments
and targets, as well as for different types of sentiment mod-
ifiers, which we will present in this paper.
2. Literature review
Sentiment analysis is the field of language technology that
analyzes people’s opinions, evaluations, appraisals and at-
titudes towards entities such as products, services, organi-
zations, individuals, issues or events (Liu, 2012). There are
also many names of the tasks, e.g. opinion mining, opinion
extraction, sentiment mining, subjectivity analysis and so
on.
Within Computational Linguistics, works dealing with the
topic of sentiment analysis have already become a rele-
vant part of the academic research in the past few decades
(Berend and Farkas, 2008). The significance of sentiment
analysis is basically supported by economic interests (Ahn
et al., 2012; Liu, 2012). People share their opinions about
products on the web (e.g. in social media), therefore the
number of documents expressing opinions is constantly
growing. These opinions become important resources for
those who need information about products, as well as man-
ufacturers who wish to improve their productivity (Ahn et
al., 2012). Therefore, the demand for efficient automatic
extraction of opinions from the web is growing day by day.
However, identifying polar phrases that express opinions
towards a certain target seems to be an unsolved and chal-
lenging problem so far.
With the high increase in the number of projects aiming
at an effective sentiment analysis, target-dependent opin-
ion mining is becoming a widely studied task (Hu and Liu,
2004; Dong et al., 2014; Liu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2011). Ba-
sically, two features of opinionated texts render the target-
dependent analysis more difficult. On the one hand, the
document- and the sentence-level sentiment classifications
are based on the assumption that each document or each
sentence expresses only one definite opinion on a single
target (Turney, 2002; Liu, 2012). As a consequence, these
methods of analysis are not applicable to documents or sen-
tences which evaluate more than one entity (see Section
3.1.). In addition, classifying opinion texts at the entity-
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level is still insufficient for applications because they do
not reveal the relations between entities and their different
aspects in the texts, so they are unable to handle entities
and aspects adequately. For instance, a positive opinion
about an entity does not mean that the author has positive
opinions about all aspects of the entity. Likewise, a nega-
tive opinion on one or some aspects of a given entity does
not mean that the author is negative about the whole en-
tity. Therefore, sentiment analysis needs to decompose the
opinion target into entity and its aspects. Evidently, this
type of analysis requires deeper NLP capabilities, hence it
introduces a suite of technological and theoretical problems
as well (Liu, 2012).
Nevertheless, many of the sentiment expressions are
context-dependent in the opinionated texts (Ahn et al.,
2012). That is, a given polarity word may indicate different
opinions depending on its domain, or even within the very
same domain, depending on the given entity or aspect that
the polarity expression is connected to (Ahn et al., 2012).
For instance, the adjective long expresses a positive opinion
in a sentence like The battery life is long but it is negative
combined with distinct product features in the sentence like
It takes a long time to focus (Ding et al., 2008; Ahn et al.,
2012). It is worth noting that both sentences could occur in
the same domain. Since a great amount of sentiment words
are ambiguous as their polarity is concerned, it is essen-
tial to adequately identify the actual sentiment value of the
given polarity expression in different contexts.
Another challenging and often discussed problem is the
rule of the so called sentiment shifters in sentiment anal-
ysis (Polanyi and Zaenen, 2006; Moilanen and Pulman,
2007; Choi and Cardie, 2009; Ding et al., 2008; Feld-
man et al., 2010; Loughran and McDonald, 2011; Ruppen-
hofer, 2013). Sentiment shifters are types of expressions
that are used to change the sentiment orientations, for in-
stance, from positive to negative or vice versa (Liu, 2012).
One of the classes of sentiment shifters is made up of nega-
tion words. For example, even though the sentence I don’t
like this camera contains a positive polarity word (like), the
sentiment value of the whole sentence is negative due to the
negation of the positive polarity word. At the same time, it
is essential to handle the sentiment shifters with care be-
cause not all occurrences of such words can change polar-
ity. Consider the expression not only... but also, where the
word not does not change sentiment orientation of the sen-
tence (Liu, 2012).
All the problems mentioned here emphasize the essential
importance of manually annotated corpora in sentiment
analysis tasks. Corpora annotated manually at the senti-
ment level play a key role not just in training and testing
algorithms but in theoretical and applied research concern-
ing sentiment analysis as well (Pang et al., 2002; Dave et
al., 2003; Finn and Kushmerick, 2003; Salvetti et al., 2004;
Aue and Gamon, 2005; Bai et al., 2005; Wang and Wang,
2007; Boiy and Moens, 2009).
3. Annotation
3.1. Principles of annotation
Liu (2012) distinguishes three levels of granularities of the
existing methods of sentiment analysis. In general, senti-
ment analysis can be carried out at the level of the whole
document. The task at this level is to determine whether a
document expresses a positive or a negative sentiment (Liu,
2012; Turney, 2002). This task is commonly known as
document-level sentiment classification (Liu, 2012). This
method of analysis is based on the assumption that each
document expresses only one definite opinion on a single
target. As a consequence, the document-level approach is
not applicable to documents which evaluate more than one
entity.
The so called sentence-level sentiment classification deter-
mines whether each sentence expresses a positive or nega-
tive opinion, or it is neutral from the polarity point of view.
However, we should note that many sentences can imply
more than one opinion on more than one target. For this,
researchers also analyzed clauses (Wilson et al., 2004), but
“the clause-level method is still not enough to achieve ade-
quate results” (Liu, 2012).
On the basis of the problems mentioned above, we can con-
clude that only analysis carried out on the level of enti-
ties and aspects can produce satisfactory results. Aspect
level sentiment analysis (also called earlier as feature-level
or feature-based opinion mining (Hu and Liu, 2004)), in-
stead of looking at documents, sentences or clauses, di-
rectly looks at the opinion itself. This type of approach
tries to process each polarity item in connection with its
own target (Liu, 2012). One of the underlying principles of
the entity-level analysis is that a sentiment can be expressed
toward a definite entity, or an aspect of this entity, too. For
example, although the sentence although the service is not
that great, I still love this restaurant expresses a positive
evaluation, we cannot conclude that the sentence is entirely
positive. The differentiation of entities and their aspects is
an important task of sentiment analysis, with regard to the
fact that in many applications, opinion targets are described
by entities and/or their different aspects (Liu, 2012). Thus,
the goal of this level of analysis is to produce a structured
summary of opinions about entities and their aspects.
Taking into consideration the above mentioned approaches
and their drawbacks and advantages, we decided to carry
out the annotation of the sentiment corpus on entity and
aspect level (Szabo´ and Vincze, 2015; Szabo´ et al., 2016).
The corpus created is a unique Hungarian database: to the
best of our knowledge, no digitized Hungarian sentiment
corpus that is annotated on this level has been made so far.
3.2. Methods of Annotation
The corpus is composed of Hungarian opinion texts written
about different types of products, published on the home-
page http://divany.hu/. The corpus is made up of
154 opinion texts, and comprises of approximately 17 thou-
sand sentences and 251 thousand tokens.
In the first phase of the annotation we manually processed
about one-fourth of the full dataset (Szabo´ and Vincze,
2015). In this phase of the work we annotated: 1) the
whole constructions, expressing positive or negative opin-
ion, 2) the sentiment words, expressing positive or nega-
tive opinion at the lexeme level, 3) the targets of the senti-
ment words, 4) elements, modifying the prior polarity (also
called sentiment shifters or semantic orientation) of the sen-
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timent words (about sentiment shifters see also Section 2.
above).
The whole construction that we called sentiment fragment
was annotated firstly in the raw texts of the corpus. We
regarded an expression as a sentiment fragment if it con-
tained only one polarity item connected to only one target
(or more than one target, coordinated to each other) (Szabo´
et al., 2016). As a consequence, most of the fragments of
the corpus annotated are whole sentences and phrases.
As far as sentiment words are concerned, not only one-word
expressions but also multiword expressions were annotated
in the corpus as positive or negative sentiment words.
The targets of the sentiment expressions were annotated
with the same target tag in the first phase of the annotation.
Product names that functioned as a title were annotated as
topics.
Concerning sentiment shifters, we distinguished three sub-
types: intensifiers, negations and irreal expressions. Inten-
sifiers are used to increase (Example 1) or decrease (Ex-
ample 2) the degree to which a term is positive or negative
(Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006).
(1) nagyon jo´ ‘very good’
(2) kevesbe´ jo´ ‘less good’
We used different tags to distinguish the two types of inten-
sifiers at the level of annotation (IntensifierPlus and Inten-
sifierMinus).
Negations (Example 3) are used to reverse the semantic po-
larity of a particular term (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006).
(3) nem jo´ ‘not good’
As we have already noticed (see Section 2. above), they
often change sentiment orientation, but not always.
Irreal expressions (Example 4) were handled with distinct
annotation-tags on the basis of their special effect on senti-
ment polarity: they may change sentiment orientation (par-
tially or completely), but this is not always the case.
(4) jo´ volna ‘would be good’
These types of language elements are used to modify the
certainty of the semantic content of a given expression,
for instance, adverbs like valo´szı´nu˝leg ‘probably’ and verbs
like tu˝nik ‘seem’ or gondol ‘think’ may carry irreal mean-
ing.
After the test annotation, we analysed the annotated data,
and on the basis of the analysis we reconsidered and modi-
fied some principles and methods of the first phase of anno-
tation. In the second phase of the work the whole database
has been processed, according to the new annotation prin-
ciples.
The main difference of the method implemented in the sec-
ond phase of annotation was that entities and their aspects
were annotated with different tags (Target 1-20) and we ap-
plied the same tag for a given target in a given document
of the corpus consistently. The modification of the annota-
tion method was based on the revelation that a more elab-
orated and detailed annotation scheme was essential to re-
veal and automatically process the relationship of entities
and aspects, as well as to identify coreference relations in
our future work.
The proper handling of the relationship of entities and as-
pects is one of the most important and difficult task in sen-
timent analysis. Namely, the fact that a target of a given
opinion is the entity or just an aspect of the entity plays an
important role in determining the polarity of a sentiment
expression. For instance, to correctly handle the sentence
below it is necessary to reveal the connection between the
entity fe´nyke´pezo˝ge´p ‘camera’ and its aspect a´r ‘price’.
(5) Ba´r az a´ra nem alacsony, mege´ri megvenni ezt a
fe´nyke´pezo˝ge´pet.
‘Although its price is not low, this camera is worth
buying’.
As the example demonstrates, the negative opinion of the
speaker is connected only to only one aspect of the given
entity but he has positive evaluation of the whole product.
The following example demonstrates a sample of the anno-
tated corpus.
Negyedik helyezett:
<topic>
Kolios kecskesajt
</topic>
<SentNeg>
<target1>
A´llagra
</target1>
olyan, mint a
<SentiWordNeg>
gumi
</SentiWordNeg>
</SentNeg>
,
<SentNeg>
<target2>
ı´zre
</target2>
pedig
<SentiWordNeg>
fanyar
</SentiWordNeg>
</SentNeg>
.
<SentNeg>
Nekem
<ShiftNeg>
nem
</ShiftNeg>
<SentiWordPos>
jo¨n be
</SentiWordPos>
</SentNeg>
.
‘Kolios goat cheese. Its density is rubber-like, it tastes tart.
I don’t like it.’
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4. Results
Here we report on the most important results of corpus an-
notation, both from a quantitative and a qualitative point of
view.
4.1. Statistical Data on the Corpus
In Table 1 we offer the main statistical data on the annotated
corpus.
On the basis of the data we can conclude the following: The
frequency of the positive (SentiWordPos) and the negative
sentiment words (SentiWordNeg) is approximately equal
in the corpus. At the same time, this statistical data does
not yield that the positive (PosSentiment) and the nega-
tive sentiment fragments (NegSentiment) would show the
same frequency distribution: the negative sentiment frag-
ment is a more frequent phenomenon than the positive one.
From the point of view of computational linguistics, this
notable difference emphasizes the important role of the sen-
timent shifters in opinion mining since sentiment shifters
can shift the sentiment polarity of a sentiment word (for
instance, negations change the original polarity of the sen-
timent word).
Moreover, it is also important to point out that negations,
irreals and decreasers (IntensifierMinus) are more frequent
in the negative fragments than in the positive ones; e.g. nem
jo´ ‘not good’; keve´sbe´ jo´ ‘less good’; jo´ volna ‘would be
good’. Our results show that a negative opinion is more
often expressed by positive sentiment words (e.g. nem jo´
‘not good’) than a positive opinion with negative sentiment
word (e.g. nem rossz ‘not bad’). This result of the cor-
pus analysis complies with the Pollyanna hypothesis (also
called positivity bias), which asserts that “there is a univer-
sal tendency to use evaluatively positive words more fre-
quently than evaluatively negative words in human com-
munication” (Boucher and Osgood, 1969).
4.2. Negation
As for negation, the data also revealed that its main function
in the texts is to change the polarity of the sentiment word.
Also, we supposed at the beginning of the annotation that
words that express negation can mostly be covered by nega-
tion words like nem or sem ‘not’, the negative forms of the
copula like nincs or sincs ‘is not’ and some postpositions
like ne´lku¨l ‘without’. However, it turned out that negation
is expressed by a wider variety of words and phrases than
expected, for instance:
(6) hia´ny ‘lack’
elillan ‘disappear’
ne´lku¨lo¨z ‘miss’
bizarr lenne azt a´llı´tani ‘it would be strange to say’
helyett ‘instead’
semmi ko¨ze sincs ‘it has nothing to do with’
nulla ‘zero’
lespo´rol ‘spare’
Altogether, there are 3516 negation words in the corpus,
including 2587 adverbs, 468 verbs, 145 pronouns and 93
conjunctions.
4.3. Irreals
Irreals were mostly expressed by verbs and adverbs, about
66% of the data can be covered by these two parts-of-
speech. In the case of adverbs, it is mostly the lexical
content of the word that has an irreal meaning such as in
a´llı´to´lag ‘allegedly’, valo´szı´nu˝leg ‘probably’, tala´n ‘per-
haps’. As for verbs, their irreal content can also be deter-
mined at the lexical level: some verbs express uncertainty
(tu˝nik ‘seem’, hasonlı´t ‘resemble’, imita´l ‘imitate’) or sub-
jectivity (e´rez ‘feel’, gondol ‘think’). Furthermore, there
are some morphological processes that can also encode un-
certain or irreal meaning such as the suffix -hat/-het, which
roughly corresponds to the English auxiliary may or condi-
tional forms of the verb. These verbal forms are related to
linguistic elements that refer to uncertainty (Vincze, 2014),
and we intend to compare irreals and uncertain elements in
a more detailed way in a future study.
4.4. Intensifiers
To get information about the proportion of the two differ-
ent types of intensifiers between positive and negative frag-
ments, we carried out a statistical analysis of these elements
found in the corpus.
On the basis of the results we concluded that the two types
of intensifiers together occur with the same frequency in
positive (6693:2706) and negative (8053:3347) fragments,
for instance, nagyon jo´ ‘very good’ and nagyon rossz ‘very
bad’. However, frequency of intensifiers with decreasing
semantic content is not the same in the two types of sen-
timent fragments: they occur much more often in nega-
tive polarity fragments (8053:779) than in positive ones
(6693:301). This is probably caused by the dissimilar se-
mantic behavior of these elements: intensifiers with in-
creasing semantic content (Example 7) cannot reverse the
semantic polarity of a particular sentiment word, in contrast
to intensifiers with decreasing semantic content (Example
8) (Szabo´ et al., 2016). See the word jo´ ‘good’ modified by
different types of intensifiers below.
(7) nagyon jo´ ‘very good’ (the expression is still positive)
(8) keve´sbe´ jo´ ‘less good’ (the intensifier changes the
polarity from positive to negative)
In addition, it is worth mentioning that intensifiers with de-
creasing semantic content change positive and negative sen-
timent words differently. Namely, these elements invert the
polarity of positive polarity items (Example 8), but it rarely
changes the polarity of negative polarity items (Example 9).
(9) keve´sbe´ rossz ‘less bad’ (the expression may be still
negative depending on the context)
On the basis of the language phenomena mentioned above
we can conclude that automatic processing of sentiment
fragments containing intensifiers with decreasing semantic
content need to carry out cautiously, especially when they
modify positive polarity items.
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tag total frequency frequency in positivesentiment fragments
frequency in negative
sentiment fragments
PosSentiment 7200 - -
NegSentiment 8442 - -
SentiWordPos 8100 6247 1853
SentiWordNeg 8090 1347 6743
Topic 1371 - -
Target 7867 3743 4124
Negation 3347 1385 1962
IntensifierPlus 5218 2538 2680
IntensifierMinus 1151 327 824
Irreal 942 273 669
OtherShifter 722 388 334
TOTAL: 52455 16248 19189
Table 1: The main statistical data on the annotated corpus.
lexicon number of elements
SentiWordPos 2568
SentiWordNeg 3343
Target 2219
Negation 95
IntensifierPlus 744
IntensifierMinus 199
Irreal 195
Table 2: Statistical data of the lexicons generated from the
corpus
4.5. Inter-annotator agreement rate
The corpus was annotated by two annotators with a 65.02%
agreement rate. The agreement rate was by far the highest
for topics, as they are mostly isolated titles in the texts; on
the other hand, the agreement rate for irreals was far below
average, this is probably because this category is hard to
define and they vary a lot lexically and structurally.
5. Usability of the Corpus
Our corpus may be fruitfully applied in linguistic research
as well as in developing and testing of sentiment analyzer
software tools.
One of the most important advantages of the corpus was
that the annotation made it possible for us to automatically
generate dictionaries of different types of language expres-
sions, which can be exploited in opinion mining.
In Table 2 we present the main statistical data on the gen-
erated lexicons. We expect that these lexicons will improve
the results of the automatic sentiment analysis in the future.
6. Conclusions
Here we presented our Hungarian sentiment corpus manu-
ally annotated at the aspect level. From the point of view of
computational linguistics, the automatic detection and han-
dling of sentiments in texts encounter difficulties since the
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic realization of opinions is
far from uniform. Consequently, sentiment analysis poses
challenges for computer processing.
The main aim of creating the corpus was to produce an
appropriate database providing possibilities for develop-
ing software tools, automatically extracting and process-
ing sentiments of texts. Our corpus is a unique Hungarian
database: In contrast with the presented project, no previ-
ous digitized Hungarian sentiment corpus that is annotated
on the level of fragments and targets has been made so far.
We hope that our manually annotated database can be fruit-
fully applied in theoretical and computational linguistic re-
search, connected to opinion mining from texts written in
Hungarian. In addition, the corpus can be efficiently ex-
ploited in development and testing of sentiment analyzer
software tools as well.
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